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Second Term English Exam March 2022 

 

Our planet is changing. We need to help it change for the better and we’re asking 

for your help to do that ! There are a lot of things that affect our planet in a bad way, the 

good news is that everyone can help to reduce them and do their bit for the 

environment. Everyone can make a  difference by saving energy at home. When you use 

less energy, you save money and help protect our environment from the impact of 

climate change. 

Energy is everywhere. We use electric energy  to power TV, the kettle for tea 

or coffee, dishwasher, hairdryer, mobile phone, fridge, stereo, and more! All these 

devices and machines release unclean substances and gases that make the air we breathe 

impure. These emissions are heating the planet by acting as a blanket (cover) that traps 

the sun’s heat inside our atmosphere. Consequently, the temperature and sea level rise. 

If we make changes, there will be saving! Making changes at home can help 

change our future. Energy efficiency is the easiest way to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions and better use for our natural resources. 

If we do nothing, there will be costs! If we don’t save energy at home, we will 

have high bills to pay and higher insurance; we will have less rain and less water to 

drink. We’ll ask for water, food and even dream of a nice spring to enjoy! So, waste not, 

want not! 

A/ Reading comprehension :(8pts) 

1) The text is about: (1pt) 

a) The impact of technology b)         The benefits of saving energy         c) The benefits of 

technology 

2) Are these statements true or false ? (2pts) 

a) Everyone can help in the fight against climate change………………….. 

b) When gas emissions increase, the level of seas and temperature falls…………………… 

c) If we don’t reduce the consumption of energy at home, people will suffer from water 

shortage…… 

d) If we don’t know how to use energy we will be safe from need…………….. 

3) Answer these questions according to the text (3 pts) 

a) How can individuals contribute to save energy ? 

b) What is the cause of rise of sea levels ? 

c) Can Making changes in our houses help change our next years ?  

4) In which paragraph is it mentioned that” If nothing is done people will suffer 

from a  problem  of water” ? (0,5 pt)…… 

5)What do the underlined words refer to ? (1,5 pt) 

a)it (1§) ……………             b)their(1§) …………c  ) These emissions (2§) ……………. 



Text exploration: (7pts) 

1) Find in the text the words that are close in meaning to : (1 pt) 

a) preseve(1 §) = ……………. b) effect (1§) = ..……………. 

2) Find in the text the words that are opposites to : (1 pt) 

a) increase (3 §) ≠ …………… b) save(4§) ≠ …………… 

3) Complete the table : (2 pts) 

Verb Noun Adjective 

…………… ……………. sustainable 

To reduce ……………. …………….. 

…………… Destruction …………….. 

to recycle   

4)-Rewrite sentence b so it means sentence a .( 2pts) 

  1 -a)Some resources cannot be replaced. 

    b)We ……………………………………………………………………… 

   2 - a) Many countries will reduce the emission of greenhouse gases. 

     b) The emission of greenhouse gases……………………………… 

   3- a) Communities  have improved efforts to manage the  natural resources  . 

        b)Efforts.................................................................................. 

  4-    a)  Fossil fuels cause global warming and pollution . 

          b)Global warming and pollution................................................................ 

5)Fill in the gaps with words from the following list : (1 pt) 

 (oil -sunlight -Pollution- energy) 

Solar power is power generated directly from …………. It can be used for heat energy or 

converted into electric …….. When we use solar power, we don't use any of the Earth's resources 

like coal or ……. This makes solar power a clean power that doesn't generate a lot of …………… 

Written expression: Choose only one topic (5pts) 

Topic 1:  

 

Human beings are depleting the planet's natural resources in the worst possible ways. Sustainability 

is therefore needed. Suggest ways to reduce energy consumptions and save it for coming generations.  

Use the notes below for guidance:   

- Recycling and reusing old items.  

- Using renewable energies 

- sensitize people of the importance being eco-friendly  

- Encouraging water purification factories ...ect 

Topic02: Poverty in the world has become one of the major worries for mankind, write a paragraph 

in which you talk about its causes ,consequences ,and suggest solutions for it. 

Good luck  

 

 

 

 



Correction 

Reading comprehension 

1)The benefits of saving energy 

2)Say if the sentences are true or false  

True   false   true   false 

3) Answer the questions 

a) People contribute to save energy by saving energy at home/ use it wisely. 

b)  because of the gas  emissions that  acts as a blanket  that traps the sun’s heat 

c)yes, making changes can help change our next years  

 4)In paragraph 4 

The referring words 

a)It :  our  planet       b) their  : everyone          c) these emissions : unclean substances and gases 

Text exploration: (7pts) 

4) Find in the text the words that are close in meaning to : (1 pt) 

a) preseve(1 §) = protect b) effect = impact 

5) Find in the text the words that are opposites to : (1 pt) 

a) increase (3 §) ≠ reduce b) save(4§) ≠ waste 

6) Complete the table : (2 pts) 

Verb Noun Adjective 

To sustain sustainment sustainable 

To reduce reduction reductive 

To destruct destruction destructive 

To recycle recycling recyclable 

4)-Rewrite sentence b so it means sentence a .( 2pts) 

  1 -a)Some resources cannot be replaced. 

    b)We cannot replace some resources 

 

   2 - a) Many countries will reduce the emission of greenhouse gases. 

     b) The emission of greenhouse gases will be reduced by many countries 

   3- a) Communities  have improved efforts to manage the  natural resources  . 

         b)Efforts have been improved by communities to manage the natural resources 

4-     a)  Fossil fuels cause global warming and pollution . 

         b)Global warming and pollution are caused by fossil fuels 

 

 

5)Fill in the gaps with from the list : (1 pt) 

           

(oil -sunlight -Pollution- energy) 

Solar power is  a power generated directly from sunlight…. It can be used for heat energy 

or converted into electric energy When we use solar power, we don't use any of the Earth's 

resources like coal or oil This makes solar power a clean power that doesn't generate a lot of  

pollution. 

 



 


